The Manually fed Welmac pallet shredder has been designed for processing pallets
and off cuts of timber to produce a G30 & G50 specification wood chip. The rotor is
250mm in diameter and 1300mm in length with 19 reversible cutting tips. The rotor
is mounted on 90mm pedestal bearings and is powered by a 22KW electric motor
through a banded 4V drive belt to a 5-1 reduction gear box. The pallets and off cuts
of timber are broken down by 19 cutting tips on the rotor that pass through a rear
comb and then the woodchip gets broken down further when it has to pass through
a screen under the rotor. Screen sizes available are 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm,
30mm & 40mm.The woodchip then falls on to a conveyor belt which will then
discharge into 1 cubic meter bags. A power full rare earth magnetic roller is fitted
to the conveyor to separate the nails from the woodchip. The pallet shredder is
constructed from a heavy duty steel framed platform.

The Welmac pallet shredder is also fitted with an electronic stress control system, this
will auto reverse if the rotor is overloaded or comes into contact with large steel
objects. The rotor tips are easy to change, once the hopper panel door has been
opened there is only one bolt on each tip, you can get two cuts from one tip.

The control panel is very straight forward and easy to use, the main motor has a
forward and reverse buttons and also a estop button, the conveyors have start, stop
buttons with a green indicator light below to show that the conveyor is running.
Conveyor 2 which is plugged into the side of the control panel will run a secondary 5
meter long conveyor for filling skips and bunkers, or our midi trommel screen, the
conveyor can also be used for other applications, we have an E Stop button on the
control panel and there are also two further E Stop buttons fitted to either side of the
hopper.
The pallet shredder is fitted with safety
plugs which you have to disconnect to
open the hopper door to gain access to
the rotor, and when you have to remove
the belt guard to tension the 4V drive belt
up. Once disconnected the pallet
shredder will not start up

Technical Specifications
Length
Width
Height
Weight
Rotor Speed
Rotor diameter
Motor
Power supply

3600mm
1700mm
2300mm
1600kg
92rpm
250mm
22kw Electric
415v 63amp

The Welmac pallet shredder is also equipped with fork truck tine holes so the machine
can be picked up from the side or the back to move around and position with ease.
Steps constructed of a steel frame and fitted with Aluminium checker plate on
walkway are included in the price of the machine.

There is also an optional 5meter meter long
conveyor available which will run directly from
the control panel. And we also manufacture a
midi trommel screen to remove the dust from
the end product for animal bedding.
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